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To all avhom, iii may concerºru. 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM LANG, of 

the city of New York, in the county and State 
of New York, have invented a new and Im 

5 proved Sash-Lock, of which the following 
specification is a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion. 
This invention relates to a new sash-lock, 

which permits either sash to be locked to the 
Io window-frame. The invention consists in the 

various elements of improvement hereinafter 
more fully pointed out. 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 

a transverse Section of a window-frame on 
15 the linea ac, Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a front view of 

the right-hand side of the window-frame with 
the face-plate and plate g removed. Fig. 3 is 
a detail front view of the plate m. 
The letter a represents one of the upright 

2O sides or jambs of a window-frame. b is the 
upper, and c the lower, sash. Within the 
frame a there are located two racks, dd, op 
posite, respectively, the upper and the lower 
sash. Each of the racks d is pivotally con 

25 nected to a lever, e, such levers turning on 
fulcrums formed by lugs f, projecting from 
plates g, rigidly fixed within framea. The free 
ends of leverse are perforated for the admis 
sion of a sliding hand-rod, h, projecting out 

so of frame a into the room. Small stopsi on 
rod h cause the upper levere to be oscillated 
when rod h is drawn into the room, and the 
lower lever e to be Oscillated when such rod is 
pushed outward. The plates g are perforated 

35 for the admission of pins j, bearing with one 
end against racks d and encircled by a spiral 
spring, k, between rack dand plate g. To the 
lower end of the lower sash, c, there is af. 
fixed a pin, c', that engages lower rack dwhen 

4o it is in its normal position. A similar pin, b, 
on the upper end of the upper Sash, engages 
the upper rack, d. 
The operation of the parts thus far de 

scribed is as follows: The pins c b' engaging 
45 racks did, the sashes c b are locked to the 

frame a. When it is desired to unlock the 
upper sash, the hand-rod h is drawn into the 
room to oscillate upper lever e and to draw 
upper rackd backward against the action of 

so springsk. The pin b’ will now be free of rack 
d, and the sash b may be moved down or up. 
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The parts work in a similar way in relation 
to the lower sash, with the exception that the 
rodh must be pushed outward in order to dis 
engage the pin ( from rack d. 55 

In order to unlock permanently either the 
upper or lower sash, the rod h is provided 
with two notches made to engage a small face 
plate, l. When the outer notch of rod h en 
gages such plate, the upper sash will be per- 6O 
manently unlocked, while when the inner 
notch engages such plate the lower sash will 
be permanently unlocked. 
. The plate m (shown in Fig. 3) is the part 
ing-bead of the sash-frame—viz., one of the 65 
parts through which the pins be' project into 
frame a. - 

In order to properly operate the sashes in 
connection with my improved fastening, I have 
devised the following pulley-and-weight ar- O 
rangement: To upper pin, b, is attached one 
end of a rope, n, passing over two tipper pull 
leys, oo, and then forming a loop, upon which 
is hung a loose pulley, p, to which the Weight 
q is secured. The rope in then passes over a 75 
third upper pulley, o', and over two lower pull 
leys, o'o", and is finally attached to the pin 
c of the lower sash, c. It will be perceived 
that when the upper sash is lowered the weight 
q is drawn up, while when the lower sash is 8o 
raised the weight is lowered. Thus only one 
weight is used at each side of the sash-frame. 
If desired, the knob of hand-rod h may be re 
movable, so that when taken off the sashes 
cannot be opened by unauthorized persons. 85 
The improvement herein described may be 

applied to one sash only, if desired. 
I claim as my invention 
1. The combination offrame aandisashb, hav 

ing pin b, with rack d, pivotally connected to 9o 
lever e, and with rod h for operating such le 
ver, substantially as specified. 

2. The combination of frame a and sashes b 
c, having pins bc, with rope in, running over 
upper fast pulleys and secured to pinsb" c, and 95 
with the loose pulley p and weight q, Suspended 
from rope in, substantially as specified. 

WILLIAM LANG. 
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